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ABSTRACT

The research deals with the original algorithms of the linguistic processor integration for solving 
planimetric problems. The linguistic processor translates the natural language description of the 
problem into a semantic representation based on the ontology that supports the axiomatics of geometry. 
The linguistic processor synthesizes natural-language comments to the solution and drawing objects. 
The method of interactive visualization of the linguistic processor functioning is proposed. The method 
provides a step-by-step dialog control of syntactic structure construction and its display in semantic 
representation. During the experiments, several dozens standard syntactic structures correctly displayed 
in the semantic structures of the subject area were obtained. The direction of further research related 
to the development of the proposed approach is outlined.
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INTRodUCTIoN

The relevance of this paper is in the lack of elaboration of a comprehensive solution to the problems 
in artificial intelligence (AI) systems, a low degree of integration of the results obtained in various 
areas of research in the AI sphere. The complexity of the integration is related to the heterogeneity of 
methods and the terminology that is used in a variety of ways. This work is devoted to the complex 
solution of the problems of natural language processing (NL), automatic problem solving based on 
applied ontology and interactive visualization. The emphasis in the paper is made on the linguistic 
processor because eventually, it is particularly the NL that describes a complicated problem in the 
most understandable form. Of course, full integration involves a more complete account of the sources 
of information and the output of the results obtained by the system (analysis and synthesis of images, 
audio and video sources), but the complexity of the problem requires a narrowing of the research area.

The first integrated systems appeared in the early stages of AI research. In the traditional works 
by Vinograd and Shank (Winograd, 1972; Schenk et al., 1975; Seitova et al., 2018). The first one 
demonstrated the understanding of NL limited by the world of simple bodies (cubes, prisms, pyramids). 
The program had a graphical interface that displays the results of the interpretation of the NL user’s 
request. In the second system, after the translation of the text into the internal representation, it started 
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the process of reasoning and synthesized the NL-description of the result. The systems demonstrated 
both the great potential of integrated systems and significant difficulties in its implementation.

With the emergence of advanced systems of knowledge representation, ontologies, and advances 
in computational linguistics, it was expected that integrated systems would receive a new powerful 
impetus for its development. However, while these expectations are not met even with significant 
restrictions on the input language, the systems are fragile and difficult to adapt to the new subject areas. 
Nevertheless, in the application aspect, some results were achieved, namely, in the implementation 
of the NL interface to relational databases.

In the last two decades, the center of gravity of its processing has shifted towards the analysis 
of large amounts of text information from the global network and the decision-making algorithms 
based on cognitive methods. This is due to the constant growth of information on the Internet, which 
requires rapid analytical processing both in public institutions and in large commercial structures. 
The review (PullEnti-SDK extract named entities…, 2019) provides a list with brief characteristics 
of about 40 systems of linguistic analysis of unstructured texts. However, it remains of interest to 
the less ambitious but more advanced in terms of ideological systems, in particular, to systems and 
question/answer. In recent years, the following can be noted from the relevant publications (Zhang et 
al., 2018; Gan and Yu, 2018; Seo et al., 2015; Shi et al., 2015; Sundaram and Khemani, 2015). The 
overview of the systems is provided in (Morton and Qu, 2013). Their features in comparison with 
the described integrated system are briefly discussed in the related works section.

Theoretical Review
The concept of an integrated system including a natural language interface, a heuristically oriented 
solver and conceptual visualization is described in (Kurbatov and Vorobyev, 2016; Kurbatov et 
al., 2018; Kurbatov et al., 2019). The system assumes a qualitatively new level of integration, the 
mechanisms of the system provide the integration “by knowledge” as opposed to the integration “by 
data”. In terms of content, the system is focused on algorithmic and software implementation of 
the Polya methodology (Polya, 1962). It is known that the recommendations of Polya for particular 
cases have been successfully used by AI researchers (heuristics), but the study of the Polya method 
in the framework of an integrated system provides a new perspective of the computer embodiment 
of his ideas.

Certainly, the full implementation of the Polya methodology is extremely complex, the integrated 
system only assumes some approximation. Nevertheless, the questions posed by Polya (how to move 
from wording to formalization? how to develop a formal production? (2004)) are answered by the 
system in the aspects of algorithmization, the software implementation and the representation of 
heuristics in the knowledge base. The scheme of the integrated system is shown in Figure 1.

The main units of the system are the linguistic processor, ontology, solver and graphical interpreter. 
The linguistic processor according to the natural language (Russian) description of the problem forms 
a semantic representation, while the solver, using the knowledge of the subject area, looks for the 
solution. In case of success, the solution with the comments is visualized in the drawing. An example 
of IT is a description of a geometric problem and a fragment of a real drawing formed by the system 
is shown in Figure 2 (the screen-shot fragment with the translation of the task text into English).

The fragment does not reflect the controls that allow you to monitor the formation of the drawing 
and the justification of the actions performed step by step. The interactive visualization also provides 
the basis of its creation (by condition, by heuristics, by theorem) for each object of the drawing 
(point, line, segment, circle, etc.). The implementation of the drawing in jsxgraph (JSXGraph, 2018) 
allows you to get information about the object with a simple click (by mouse), as well as to change 
the drawing with the preservation of the task conditions. The dynamics of the drawing can only be 
demonstrated on the roller.
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Materials and Methods
Linguistic Processor
The main stages of the linguistic processor integrated system (in the analysis):

• lexical-morphological;
• syntactic;
• resolution of elliptical designs;
• synonymic transformation;
• semantic.

Synthesis of NL in the system is developed in a simplified version and includes the steps:

• formation of syntactic structure for all triplets of semantic structure;
• formation of text from the resulting syntactic structures.

The lexical-morphological stage is performed as standard (allocation of sentences and tokens, 
determination of morphological characteristics, etc.). A special feature in the selected subject area 
(geometry) is the identification of the basic objects when the text contains a combination of “ABC 
triangle”, it is usually assumed that there are three points named ‘A’, ‘B’ and ‘C’ (triangle vertices).

Syntactic analysis is already problematic, it is known that only for nominal groups the question 
of automatic construction of the syntactic structure has received a complete solution. The issues of 
processing homogeneous terms and considering semantics with the ambiguity of relations do not 
yet have a full solution. In the integrated system, the ambiguity at the syntax level is maintained, it 
is assumed that at the transition to the semantic representation it will be removed. An example of 
the syntactic structure for the NL-description is shown in Figure 3. The real structure is formed and 
visualized in Russian. The connections correspond to the interrogative words of the Russian language 
and bear not only syntactic but also semantic load. The interactive structure allows clicking on the 
object, for example, the word (“build”) or communication (“what?”) to obtain the information on the 
characteristics of the object and the grounds for its creation. Ontology is organized in the form of a 

Figure 1. Scheme of the System for Solving Geometrical Tasks
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structured semantic network, allowing arbitrary nesting of fragments and a variety of relationships 
(‘element – element’, ‘element – fragment’, ‘fragment – fragment’). Both objects and ontology 
relationships can have an arbitrary number of properties.

The system’s capacities of processing the incomplete (elliptical) designs not only for geometry 
are described in (Naidenova et al., 2019). At this stage, the full syntactic structure of type “the Radius 
of the first circle is 10 cm, and the second is 15” or “Point A lies inside the circle, while point B 
is outside” are restored. Cognitive models are supposed to be used to solve more complex cases 
(Naidenova et al., 2019; Apresyan et al., 1989).

Algorithms
The syntax algorithm includes many steps. The scheme of the algorithm for obtaining the syntactic 
structure is illustrated by the following sequence of steps:

• (To build a circle), passing through (two points) and having the center on (a given line).
• (To build a circle), passing (through (two points)) and having the center (on (a given line)).

Figure 2. A fragment of a Screen-Shot of a Drawing Formed according to a NL-Description of the Task
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• (To build a circle), (passing (through (two points))) and having (the center (on (a given line))).
• (To build a circle), (passing (through (two points))) and (having (the center (on (a given line)))).
• (To build a circle), ((passing (through (two points))) and (having (the center (on (a given line))))).

The ellipticity resolution algorithm is based on the parallelism of syntactic structures and the 
use of ontology. For the above example we have as follows:

The radius of the first circle is 10 cm and the second is 15 cm.
After determining the incompleteness of the second part of the sentence, its elements are supplied 

in a parallel syntactic structure of the first part and generate the full second part of the sentence: The 
radius of the second circle is 15 cm. The word forms replaced considering the ontology are highlighted 
in bold italics. More details are given in (Naidenova et al., 2019). The algorithm of the synonymic 
transformations (otherwise rephrasing) is based on the ideas of prominent Russian linguists Apresyan 
(1989) and Paducheva (1974). In the aspect of a fixed subject area, it is assumed that there are some 
standard (canonical) NL-descriptions of objects and relations in this area. These canonical descriptions 

Figure 3. Interactive Syntax for NL-Wording “To construct a circle passing through two points and having the center on a given line”
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directly correspond to the semantic formalisms with which the solver can work. The solver does not 
work directly with syntactic structures. By means of the synonymic transformations, the syntactic 
structure of any NL-description should be reduced to the canonical form.

Usual transformation rules have syntactic structures at the input and output. The resulting rules 
are at the entrance of the canonical syntactic structure, and the output is the semantic structure of 
the subject area. For the geometry, the canonical description can be “point belongs to line”, and the 
semantic structure is the triplet “ob_type_point on ob_type_line”. Certainly, the freedom of natural 
language allows one canonical structure to have a set of NL-descriptions. To reduce such combinatorics 
in the integrated system, a method is developed that allows using a syntactic structure to obtain the 
text, which is further advisable to analyze using regular expressions (it is known that only regular 
expressions are not enough for full processing of NL).

Let us consider an example explaining the scheme of this method. The example belongs to another 
area (visualization of 3-d constructions in a special graphics language grasp (Lobzin et al., 2015)), 
but in this area, the algorithms developed further in the integrated system were tested. In this area, 
according to the description of the NL visualized design, an example is provided below. A fragment 
of such a construction can be described by the phrase “The type B fittings are linked to the type B 
tank via points 0 and 0.”, and has the following type of the syntactic structure

the type B fittings
are linked to the type B tank
via points 0 and 0
In Russian, this phrase can have 24 variants (4!), they are not stylistically pure, but understandable 

to an ordinary native speaker. The input can be any of these options, but the syntax is the same. Using 
the synthesis of this structure, the algorithm generates a standard text description. Further to this 
description, the template (pattern) performing its parsing styled as regular expressions is applied. 
The processing scheme is shown in Figure 4. Next, the semantic structure is translated into the 
grasp language and visualized. A fragment of ontology for this area and a rather complex visualized 
construction is shown in Figure 5 and 6. The construction is described by 14 triplets, the description 
of which is similar to the above phrase. The example demonstrates the capabilities of the linguistic 
processor in a proper way, but unfortunately, it does not allow interactive visualization.

The synthesis algorithm receives the input semantic structure and the initial object in this structure. 
By sequentially deploying this structure in triads, the algorithm generates an NL-description. To 
account for the direction of each triad (object-relation-object), two NL-descriptions are mapped. For 
example, “point belongs to line” and “line to which point belongs”. The synthesized NL-phrase is 
rather primitive, the real difficulties of its synthesis from the semantic representation are described in 
the book (Popov, 2011) and remain relevant to the present time. The NL-descriptions of heuristics and 
rules are prepared in advance in ontology as syntactic structures. This ensures that the syntactically 
presented synthesis mechanism is used (see Figure 4). The possibility of synonymic transformations 
of the synthesized text (reversibility of paraphrasing) should be the subject of a special study.

ReSULTS ANd dISCUSSIoN

During the experiments, several dozens of standard syntactic structures correctly displayed in the 
semantic structures of the subject area (geometry) were obtained. The variety of structures obtained 
by the permutations of nominal groups are at least by an order of magnitude bigger. Elliptic 
(incomplete) sentences correctly processed by the system are described in (Naidenova et al., 2019). 
The dictionary of word forms includes more than 10 thousand objects grouped into morphological 
and syntactic categories. The system provides an automated dictionary completion by accessing the 
Internet, analyzing the received answer and entering the result into the ontology (Morphological 
analysis…, 2019).
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As the test, we took the individual tasks from various sources, but as the primary, we considered 
(Prasolov, 2006). Its materials fully cover the subject and complexity of Olympiads’ tasks of all 
levels and all types of exams, including the exam and entrance exams to the universities. Several 
tasks presented in the works on the subject are discussed below in the section “discussion”. Tools: 
the original ontology is implemented based on the DBMS Progress (Progress (DBMS), Progress 
OpenEdge 11.7), while the interactive visualization is implemented based on javascript. Libraries 
jsxgraph and MathJax (JSXGraph. 2018; MathJax Documentation…, 2018; JSXGraph Reference, 
2018) were used to support graphics and mathematical formulas.

Figure 4. Scheme of the Transition from Syntactic Structure to the Standard Sentence and further to Synonymous Transformations 
to obtain Semantic Structure
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Interactive visualization provides the ability to view it and get detailed information about the 
process of forming the syntactic structure (Figure 3). As a result, systems become transparent. This 
greatly simplifies the debugging of the system by declarative editing of the ontology. Software errors, 
of course, are only eliminated by editing the corresponding code. The test results also include texts 
that directly describe the drawing (not necessarily related to the task). An example of such text is 
as follows, “Through the point A, which is the vertex of the ABCD square, several lines are drawn. 
Two of them cross the CD side. The rest do not cross the sides of the square”. The description of 
‘Several lines’ required entering an object of ‘set’ type with an indefinite number of elements into the 
ontology. A heuristic method was used to generate the drawing: random selection (with appropriate 

Figure 5. Fragment of Ontology for 3D Visualization Objects
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parameters) of the set power. Similarly, the description of ‘others’ required the entry of the ‘set 
difference’ operation.

The visualization of 3-d objects by the NL-formulation (without interactivity) is described in 
(Lobzin et al., 2015). Similar algorithms were used in linguistic processing, but the semantic structure 
was described in a special language (grasp). An example of visualization is shown in Figure 6. 
The complexity of the design can be quite large (dozens of elements). The lack of interactivity and 
decision rules limited the importance of the approach developed in (Lobzin et al., 2015; Kurbatov 
et al., 2011), but this study was very important for the formation of the concept of an integrated 
system and interactive visualization. The means of automatic proof of theorems (prover, solver) 
and assistants for automated proof have been developed and successfully applied for more than a 
dozen years; widely known are Coq (2019), HOL (2018), Isabell (2019). However, the studies of 
the problem of translating an NL-description of a task into a formal representation that such tools 
can work with are currently being originated. This is especially just for the problem of NL-dialogue, 
which explains the process of obtaining a solution. The complexity of the integration stages of NL-
treatment and the actual decisions are usually forcing researchers to use ready-made solvers. A full 
explanation of the solution (in the style of the Polya methodology or at least at the level of expert 
systems) is significantly difficult.

In particular, large and constantly developing wolfram system (Wolfram release 11.3, 2018) 
has the interpreter operator, which allows entering the NL-description of the problem. However, the 
capabilities of the interpreter are very limited (and for the Russian language is not yet implemented, 
the author worked with version 11.3). From the Russian research in the field of automatic problem 
solving it is necessary to note the system developed in MSU for more than 20 years (Podkolzin, 2008; 
Podkolzin, 2016). The system 2008 included about 25 000 decision-making methods, currently – 
more than 40 000 methods. It is assumed that the methods of computer modeling of logical processes 
developed by the researchers will be successfully used for NL-processing.

Figure 6. Visualization of the 3D Construction synthesized from Ontology Objects in Figure 5.
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The issues of interactive visualization of the NL-processing results are completely ignored in 
almost all the works known to us (of course, for the dynamic drawing it is not so, see e.g. (Gan and 
Yu, 2018)). Nevertheless, these issues are, to our mind, very important, especially in the application 
aspect. Advanced ontology is central to our research, including the knowledge of both the language of 
communication and the knowledge of the subject area. The expected level of knowledge in the ontology 
(integrated system) should be such that when formulating the problems for the construction of the 
‘trisection of the angle’ or the ‘quadrature of the circle’, the system is not engaged in a purposeless 
search for a solution. Ideally, the ontology should explain to the user that these tasks can be solved 
with the use of the tools different from the compass and ruler: neusis and quadratrix. In general, the 
described integrated system is quantitatively inferior (body of texts, solved problems) to most of 
the listed works, but, in our opinion, it is more advanced in the ideological, fundamental direction.

In the reviewed work (Morton, 2013), it is rightly noted that the problem of NL-interface and 
solvers has great potential for development. It is also noted that large data sets for solvers will be useful 
both for testing existing systems and for promising developments using machine learning methods 
(especially, deep learning). The impressive success of AlphaGo (Silver et al., 2016) and AlphaZero 
(Silver et al., 2017) showed that it is possible to achieve the level of the champion (in go and chess) 
with the help of machine learning. This does not require a teacher, and that is especially striking 
when training uses only primitive knowledge (for chess – only the rules). More importantly, it avoids 
specialization. Of course, there are still difficulties in interpreting the resulting solutions related to 
the specifics of neural networks. However, the prospects of using deep learning for its processing 
problems and solvers look very promising. The question of presenting the Polya methodology in 
neural networks remains open.

Generally, the test results confirmed the prospects of the integrated system concept and the 
chosen research direction. Let us consider several interesting moments in testing on the problems 
described in some works in detail. The (Seo et al., 2015) straight-line testing of the NL-description of 
the problem revealed its insufficiency (it is not indicated that point E is the intersection of diameters 
and chords). But this was to be expected because the work uses a joint text and graphic description.

The problem “Let D be a point inside the acute triangle ABC so that ÐADB = ÐACB+ π/2 
and AC-BD= AD-BC Calculate the ratio (AB-CD)/(AC-BD) is provided in ().” According to this 
NL-description, a LISP-like structure is formed, which goes further to the input of the solver. In 
(Solving Natural Language Math Problem, 2019) the solution is not provided, namely, it is the most 
difficult. Since the NL-comment to the solution is included in the tasks of the linguistic processor 
of the integrated system, the work of its algorithms was considered in this example. It should be 
noted that the solution of the problem provided in the Internet video (IMO 1993 Problem 2) from 
the position of the Polya methodology is beneath criticism. The integrated system did not bring the 
solution to the end, but the approach outlined by the algorithm is purposeful. The algorithm proposed 
to construct a triangle similar to this one and including the segment CD. Heuristic motivation: CD 
is included in the expression to be evaluated. This expression is a proportion, and similar triangles 
are often used to calculate proportions.

In the problem from paper (Wang and Su, 2015), it was required to prove the equality of segments 
under the provided conditions, but without resorting to trigonometry. The algorithm found the 
solution given in (Wang and Su, 2015), but as the second one. The first decision was to direct the 
calculation of one of the segments by using the Pythagorean theorem. The solution is less elegant 
than purely geometric, but also quite short (algebraic) and most importantly it is also purposeful. 
The NL-comments to the heuristics used gave the justification taken by the algorithm solutions. The 
details of the operation of the solver are beyond the scope of this paper. For the task “to construct a 
right triangle by the hypotenuse and the bisector of the right angle”, the linguistic processor forms 
two different semantic representations. The choice of one of them is carried out by means of heuristics 
(“the choice of the minimum number of unknowns is preferable”) which has a rather general character.
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Interactive visualization of the syntactic structure (Figure 3) provides not only a justification 
for the creation of elements of the structure but also allows you to follow the steps of its formation. 
In the text form, this process is described at the beginning of the “algorithms” section. Interactive 
visualization of the drawing (Figure 2) also provides a step-by-step view of the drawing formation 
and the NL-comment steps. There is the following comment example, “ABC triangle is constructed; 
justification: by the condition of the problem” or “to apply the Cheva theorem (Ceva); justification: 
three segments in a triangle intersecting at one point”. In general, the considered papers differing in 
linguistic models, the body of texts and types of tasks, are focused on the number of tasks, highly 
simplified text of the problem and on the solution itself. At the same time, the depth of linguistic 
study and explanatory capabilities of the system recede into the background. But this is what the 
integrated system focuses on and, together with the interactive visualization, this is its main difference 
from the systems under consideration.

CoNCLUSIoN

The main contribution of this paper to the fundamental problem of understanding natural language 
is as follows:

– the original algorithms of the linguistic processor of the integrated system for solving 
planimetric problems have been developed; the developed algorithms successfully combine the 
method of synonymic transformations with the extended method of processing regular expressions; 
in addition, the linguistic processor synthesizes natural language comments to the solution and the 
objects of the drawing;

– the authors proposed a method for interactive visualization of the linguistic processor operation, 
which provides a step-by-step control of building a syntactic structure and its mapping to semantic 
representation; the method involves a dialog reference to the ontology, which significantly increases the 
visibility and the credibility of the adopted system solutions. For the knowledge engineer, the method 
greatly facilitates and accelerates the process of adaptation and maintenance of the integrated system.

Recommendations
The study allowed us to take a new look at the problem of visualization of the process of linguistic 
support for solving the problem – from the graph representation of the syntactic structure in the 
natural language description of the problem and the interactive graphs of semantic transformations 
to the visualization of the solution Protocol and drawing.

The applied aspect of the research is the creation of automatic training systems of a qualitatively 
new level, including linguistic processing of the problem, its automatic solution, visualization of the 
drawing and comments of the decision process based on the methodology of Polya. The proposed 
further direction of research is related to the following:

• with the extension of the class of solved problems (with the corresponding extension of rules and 
heuristics in the ontology);

• with the creation of a task bank: displaying their texts, solutions and related drawings and 
explanations of the solution;

• with the introduction based on this body of knowledge (task bank) of machine learning elements 
in the process of building solutions.
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